Art/Design Technology
Exploring self portraits by famous artists (Pablo Picasso, Van Gogh, Andy Warhol) and
creating self portraits using the colour wheel and understanding how to make a colour
lighter/darker using paint. (PSHE cross curricular link; relationship between colours and
emotions).
Using recycled materials to produce pictures of food.
Using food to make pictures (dry pasta).
Making gingerbread men.
Printing using baking equipment (cookie cutters).

Literacy lessons Key vocab: capital letter, full stop, sentence, punctuation.
Weekly weekend recounts
Charlie and Lola party planning including party lists, making hats, designing invitations
Little Red Hen including retell story, missing posters, ordering pictures, character descriptions and windmill visit
Verbs and nouns

Geography
Planning Little Red Hen’s journey
Visiting and identifying features of the local area
Where food comes from
Compass directions/language to locate windmill

Christmas stocking and advert work
‘I eat’ poetry work
Poems – performing
Year 1 phonics Autumn—Summer : Phase 2—Phase 5 phonics (PhonicsPlay, WRI cards). Tricky and high frequency words
from Year 1 set (spells words containing each of the 40+
Year 1 handwriting Autumn—Summer: Blue, Red and Yellow Nelson. 1 formation per day including pencil grip Key vocab: capital letter, full

History linked
Flour/bread making
Chronology of making bread and sandwiches

Autumn Maths

RE

The Princess and the White Bear King (Power of Reading)

stop, sentence, punctuation

Designing and making Christmas decorations.

PE
Athletics
Dance
Gymnastics

Place Value 0-10 (multiple representations of numbers 0-10, number tracks and tens frames).
Addition and Subtraction within 10
Shape 3D and 2D
Place Value within 20
Consolidation and practical investigations

Games

Belonging
Belonging to a family
Belonging to a school
Belonging to a religion—religious buildings
Festivals
Eid
Christmas
Dwali
Jewish New Year
Sukkot
Navratri

Computing

PSHE
Getting on and falling out

Logging on

It’s good to be me

Use the mouse to position the pointer/cursor

Building Learning Power (4R’s)

Use the mouse to drag and place objects accurately on the screen

Show and Tell

Draw a picture using a painting programme

Year 1 - Autumn Term

Save and print out their work
Reopen saved work

Yum Yum

Talk about what is real on the computer
Use the keyboard
Type words
Correct mistakes
Learn the rules for staying safe online

Music

Musitrax—nursery rhymes to more advanced songs and activities taught
using the Kodaly method to develop a range of skills (pulse, clapping
rhytms and developing pitch and tempo).
HEY YOU—HIP HOP—draws together listening and appraising, composing
and improvising and performing skills.
Exploring sounds and sources.
Exploring duration.
Compose melodies.
Compose firework music and actions.
Musical games and rhymes.
Songs linked to topic YUM YUM
Christmas activities—songs, carols and accompaniments.

Science
Different Animals:

Other

· Identify a variety of animals into categories of fish, reptile, mammal, amphibian, fish.
- Recognise features of these categories.
· Carnivores, herbivores, omnivores
· Identify, name, draw and label the basic parts of the human body and say which part of the body is associated with each sense.

Charlie and Lola Party with magician
Christmas production

Plants:
- labelling and identifying common and wild plants in local environment

Building Learning Power

Seasonal Changes:
To be able to observe and describe weather associated with the seasons and how day length varies

‘I can’ Maths attitude

To be able to observe changes across the four seasons

British Values

Skills:
To be able
To be able
To be able
To be able
To be able

to ask simple questions and recognise that they can be answered in different ways
to identify and classify objects
to observe closely, using simple equipment
to use their observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions
to gather and record data to help answer a question

SMSC: explore feelings and values; enjoy learning about oneself, others and the surrounding world; use imagination and creativity; reflect.

